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Introduction: Habitual short sleep duration is associated with adverse metabolic, cardiovascular, and inflammatory effects. Co-twin study methodologies account
for familial (eg, genetics and shared environmental) confounding, allowing assessment of subtle environmental effects, such as the effect of habitual short sleep
duration on gene expression. Therefore, we investigated gene expression in monozygotic twins discordant for actigraphically phenotyped habitual sleep duration.
Methods: Eleven healthy monozygotic twin pairs (82% female; mean age 42.7 years; SD = 18.1), selected based on subjective sleep duration discordance,
were objectively phenotyped for habitual sleep duration with 2 weeks of wrist actigraphy. Peripheral blood leukocyte (PBL) RNA from fasting blood samples was
obtained on the final day of actigraphic measurement and hybridized to Illumina humanHT-12 microarrays. Differential gene expression was determined between
paired samples and mapped to functional categories using Gene Ontology. Finally, a more comprehensive gene set enrichment analysis was performed based
on the entire PBL transcriptome.
Results: The mean 24-hour sleep duration of the total sample was 439.2 minutes (SD = 46.8 minutes; range 325.4–521.6 minutes). Mean within-pair sleep
duration difference per 24 hours was 64.4 minutes (SD = 21.2; range 45.9–114.6 minutes). The twin cohort displayed distinctive pathway enrichment based
on sleep duration differences. Habitual short sleep was associated with up-regulation of genes involved in transcription, ribosome, translation, and oxidative
phosphorylation. Unexpectedly, genes down-regulated in short sleep twins were highly enriched in immuno-inflammatory pathways such as interleukin signaling
and leukocyte activation, as well as developmental programs, coagulation cascade, and cell adhesion.
Conclusions: Objectively assessed habitual sleep duration in monozygotic twin pairs appears to be associated with distinct patterns of differential gene
expression and pathway enrichment. By accounting for familial confounding and measuring real life sleep duration, our study shows the transcriptomic effects
of habitual short sleep on dysregulated immune response and provides a potential link between sleep deprivation and adverse metabolic, cardiovascular, and
inflammatory outcomes.
Keywords: Sleep duration, Twins, Monozygotic, Gene expression, Leukocyte.

Statement of Significance
Habitual short sleep is common and associated with numerous untoward health outcomes including cognitive, metabolic, cardiovascular, and immunological
impairment. We compared gene expression profiles of peripheral blood leukocytes between sleep duration discordant monozygotic twins to identify differentially activated transcriptional programs in these circulating immune cells and gain potential mechanistic insights linking habitual short sleep with poor
outcomes. By measuring sleep duration in the natural environment we provided ecologically valid results allowing insights into the impact of “real world”
chronic sleep curtailment on human health.

INTRODUCTION
Individual sleep need is both a heritable quantitative trait and
a behaviorally influenced phenotype. Sleep duration heritability is substantial, estimated to be somewhere between 31% and
up to 55% in classical monozygotic (MZ) twin versus dizygotic (DZ) twin studies.1–5 More recently on the timeline of
human evolution societal sleep duration has abruptly eroded,
with about one-third of the working population sleeping ≤6
hours per night and sleep length dropping an estimated 1.5–2
hours per night over the past century.6–8 Assuming that genetic
factors determining sleep need have remained static over this
same time period, environmental factors are exerting increasing
influence on individual sleep duration. Modern society, with its
control of light, omnipresent technology, and countless competing interests for time, along with the zeitgeist de-emphasizing
sleep’s importance, has resulted in the widespread deprioritization of sleep.9 This growing disconnect between sleep need
and sleep actualization has substantial adverse consequences
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for cognitive functioning and metabolic, cardiovascular, immunological, and psychological health.10–17
Much research has been devoted to epidemiology c oncerning
the relationship between habitual short sleep duration and
human health18–20 and to identifying genetic determinants of
sleep duration and circadian functioning in humans and model
organisms.21–23 Although numerous experimental studies have
explored the effect of extreme, controlled sleep deprivation
paradigms on mammalian physiology,24–27 ecologically valid
research exploring the effect of habitual short sleep in situ has
been lacking due to methodological challenges. Since individualized sleep need is variable and substantially genetically determined, finding appropriate controls is problematic given that
any sleep duration may maintain physiological homeostasis for
one individual but not another. Cross-over study designs attempt
to address this issue, but questions regarding ecological validity
remain as these studies control sleep duration rather than investigate sleep in situ.28–31 Without a biomarker or endophenotype
1
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to match subjects for sleep need, delineation of specific pathways that translate observed short sleep into disturbed physiology is difficult. The end result is scarce research exploring “real
world” physiological impacts of short sleep where compensatory mechanisms may alter the sleep/physiological homeostasis
relationship in unpredictable ways.
Co-twin studies, by focusing on intra-pair differences, provide a
highly sensitive approach for evaluating associations of subtle laboratory or clinical findings with a specific condition. Because of
the extremely tight matching between MZ twins for many potential confounders including genetic drivers of sleep need, co-twin
studies of MZ siblings provide the best matched controls, thereby
solving the conundrum of appropriate controls for ecologically
valid sleep duration research. This method also involves fewer
assumptions, requires a smaller sample size and is less susceptible
to ascertainment biases than non-twin research methods.
In this study, we hypothesized that an unbiased assessment
of the transcriptional landscape of peripheral blood leukocytes
among MZ twins with discordant habitual sleep duration would
provide novel insights into the molecular perturbations elicited
by lifestyle-driven habitual sleep curtailment.

discordant pairs underwent gene expression analysis. All female
twins had negative pregnancy tests and all twins were negative
for drugs of abuse by serum drug testing.
Actigraphy
All twins were monitored concurrently for 14 days with the
Actiwatch-2 actigraph worn on the non-dominant wrist s tarting
at 5:00 pm of the first day of the research protocol (Philips
Respironics, Andover, MA). The actigraph provides continuous motion data using an accelerometer to monitor the speed
and degree of arm movements thus providing an indirect measure of daily sleep/wake patterns based on the assumption that
movement subsides with sleep. To facilitate actigraph record
scoring each twin filled out a sleep diary concurrently for the
entire 14-day period. Actigraphy differentiates sleep from wake
with good agreement to polysomnography.37–39 Actigram analysis
was performed using Respironics Actiware 5 software (Philips,
Respironics, Andover, MA) and previously described protocols.40
Briefly, rest intervals were set manually based on the sleep diary
data provided the diary correlated within 15 minutes of expected
activity level changes for bedtimes, wake times, and naptimes. If
this was not the case then watch detected light levels, or, if needed,
twin specified event marks, were used to determine rest intervals. The sleep period was automatically scored within the rest
interval by a software-based automatic sleep scoring algorithm
based on pre-set amplitude and frequency criteria for detected
movements ascertained in 30-second epochs.39 Total sleep time
was calculated by adding nighttime sleep plus daytime naps for
the full recording period of 14 days. Total adjusted recording time
was the total recording time minus the excluded interval time.
Twenty-four hour sleep time was standardized by dividing the
total sleep time by the total recording time and multiplying by 24
(for hours in the day) and then 60 (for minutes per hour). Epoch
length was 30 seconds. The PI randomly audited 1 out of every
10 actigraph records for adherence to protocols and accuracy.

METHODS
Subjects
This study was performed at the Washington State Twin Registry,
a community-based sample of twins constructed using data from
the Washington State Department of Licensing. As of April
2016, the Registry consisted of over 8965 pairs. Zygosity is
determined using previously validated self-report methods that
are correct at least 95% of the time.32,33 For the 11 enrolled pairs
in this study, MZ zygosity was confirmed by assessing twin concordance for 15 short tandem DNA repeats with the PowerPlex
16 HS System (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI).34
Every twin enrolled in the Registry completes a recruitment
survey, which has included a sleep duration question since 2009.
In 2006 and 2008, a health survey was mailed to more than 4000
enrolled twins that included the same sleep duration question.
Sleep duration was ascertained from the question, “On average,
how long do you sleep per night?” reported in hours and minutes.
Out of 1284 MZ pairs, 610 were discordant by at least 60 minutes
in habitual sleep duration. Because there is no standard definition
of habitual sleep duration discordance for MZ twins, we adopted
a 60-minute difference as the principal screening and inclusion
criteria. These twin pairs were mailed an invitation letter explaining the study with a number for them to call for further screening
for study eligibility. Interested twin pairs were then screened and
deemed ineligible if they had a history of: diabetes, depression
or depressive symptoms (PHQ-2 score > 2),35 bipolar disorder,
schizophrenia, restless legs syndrome, narcolepsy, obstructive
sleep apnea, insomnia, circadian rhythm sleep disorder, shift
work, cigarette smoking, recreational drug use or alcohol use.
Because sleep duration from the recruitment and health surveys
were completed in the past, current sleep duration was screened
with the same question as before, as well at the sleep timing questionnaire.36 Only twin pairs with at least 60 minutes of sleep duration discordance on either of these measures were deemed study
eligible. A total of 116 twin pairs were screened for study enrollment, 70 were study eligible, 52 were enrolled, and the 11 most
SLEEP, Vol. 40, No. 1, 2017

Blood Sample Acquisition and RNA Purification
On the morning of day 15 of the research protocol (directly
following completion of the 14-day actigraphy assessment)
all twins provided a fasting blood sample drawn directly into
two PAXgene™ vacutainers (Qiagen N.V., Franklin Lakes, NJ).
The RNA was separated and purified as previously described.41
Residual genomic DNA was removed with RNeasy MinElute
cleanup kits (Qiagen N.V., Franklin Lakes, NJ) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Total RNA integrity was checked
using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Inc.,
Santa Clara, CA) and quantified using a Trinean DropSense96
spectrophotometer (Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, MA).
Microarray Experiments
High quality RNA samples were converted to cDNA and
biotin-labeled for microarray analysis using Ambion’s Illumina
TotalPrep RNA Amplification kit (Life Technologies, Grand
Island, NY). Labeled cRNAs were hybridized on HumanHT-12
v4 Expression BeadChips (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA) and
image processed using an Illumina iScan system. Microarray
data were assessed for quality, followed by quantile normalization using the Bioconductor package lumi.42 The dataset was
initially filtered by flagging probes that fell below a low-signal
2
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expressed genes were enriched in distinct GO annotations,
with transcripts up-regulated in short sleep mapping to ribosomal, transcription, and translational processes whereas down-
regulated genes in short sleep were overrepresented across
functionally diverse categories including immunity, wound
healing, cell adhesion, chemotaxis, chemokine binding, and
leukocyte activation (Figure 1B).
Although GO analysis of differentially expressed genes provides an overview of enriched functional categories, it does not
fully exploit the genome-wide transcriptional information available, nor does it provide pathway-specific details. Therefore,
we complemented our approach by performing GSEA, a more
comprehensive analysis that is based on the expression pattern
distribution of the entire microarray dataset. To maximize biologic relevance, we focused on ~1300 gene sets derived from
curated canonical pathways. We identified 20 gene sets whose
gene members were up-regulated and 124 gene sets whose members were down-regulated in subjects with short sleep duration
relative to their long sleep duration twin pairs (full list available as Supplementary Table S2). We integrated these results by
clustering enriched pathways together based on mutual membership of their leading edge genes. As depicted in Figure 2,
this analysis defined multiple larger, “biological modules” comprised of functionally coherent processes. Enriched gene sets
whose members were up-regulated in short sleep included those
involved in transcription, translation, and oxidative phosphorylation. In contrast, modules with down-regulated genes in short
sleep encompassed a wider functional repertoire dominated by
immuno-inflammatory pathways but also included growth factor signaling, developmental programs, integrin and adhesion
processes, and complement/coagulation cascade. The immunity-associated gene sets down-regulated in PBLs of short sleep
duration twins included several cytokine and interleukin signaling pathways (eg, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, and IL-8), interferon signaling, phagocytosis, granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating

threshold, which was defined by the 75th percentile of the negative control probe signals within each array. The full dataset was
subsequently processed using a variance filter (ie, “shorth” function in the Bioconductor package genefilter). Approximately 10
000 transcripts passed the above filtering steps and underwent
further analysis. Detailed microarray experiment description
and data, meeting Minimum Information About a Microarray
Experiment (MIAME) criteria, are available at Gene Expression
Omnibus (GSE80612).
Data Analysis
We analyzed the microarray dataset using two strategies.
Initially, we identified differentially expressed genes between
twin-paired samples (long sleep duration vs. short sleep duration) using the Bioconductor package limma.43 False discovery
rate (FDR) correction for multiple testing was applied and a
combined criteria of an FDR < 0.01 and |log2 [expression
ratio]| ≥ 0.322 (± 1.25-fold) was used to define statistically significant differential expression between the long versus short
sleep duration groups.44 Functional enrichment analysis of the
differentially expressed genes was performed with the webbased program (bioinfo.vanderbilt.edu/webgestalt) using Gene
Ontology (GO) annotations.45 After correction for multiple testing, processes with adjusted enrichment p values < 0.05 were
deemed significant.
Next, we undertook a more unbiased and comprehensive
approach by applying Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA)46
to the entire filtered microarray dataset using 1315 curated
pathways derived from multiple resources including Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes, Reactome, Pathway
Interaction Database, and Biocarta. Random permutation
analysis and an FDR < 0.05 was used to designate significant
enrichment for gene sets. We performed “leading edge” analysis on the GSEA results to identify the subset of genes that
significantly contributed to pathway enrichment.47 We then used
hierarchical clustering based on gene set membership profile of
leading edge genes to group overlapping pathways and identify
larger, functionally coherent biologic modules.48,49

Table 1—Subject Characteristics.
Twin pairs (N = 11, 22 total twins)

RESULTS
Subject Characteristics and Demographics
The twins were predominantly Caucasian, female, and educated. The mean age was 42.7 years (SD = 18.1), and the mean
sleep duration for the twins as a whole was 439.2 minutes
(SD = 46.8). The mean within-pair sleep duration difference
was 64.4 minutes (SD = 21.2). Table 1 provides further demographic details.
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MZ male–male

2 (18%)

MZ female–female

9 (82%)

Demographic characteristics

N (%)

Caucasian

20 (91%)

High school graduate

3 (14%)

Associates degree/some college

4 (32%)

≥ College degree

15 (68%)

Study variables

Discordant Sleep Duration is Associated With
Differential Activation of Transcriptional Programs in PBLs
Using strict statistical criteria, we identified 575 differentially
expressed transcripts in PBLs of discordant twins, of which 369
were up-regulated and 206 were down-regulated in short sleep
subjects relative to their long sleep twin pairs (Figure 1A, full
list available as Supplementary Table S1). The relative changes
in expression were modest, with most genes being altered by
less than 2-fold (Supplementary Table S1). The differentially

N (%)

Mean, SD, Range

Age (years)

42.7, SD = 18.1, 20.2–70.9

Sleep duration (min)

439.2, SD = 46.8, 325.4–521.6

Body mass index (kg/m2)

24.5, SD = 4.9, 18–37

 Within pair sleep duration
difference (min)

64.4, SD = 21.2, 45.9–114.6

MZ = monozygotic; SD = standard deviation.
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Figure 1—Functional analysis of differentially expressed genes between sleep discordant monozygotic (MZ) twins. (A) Heatmap of 575 differentially expressed genes displaying pair-wise differences between short and long sleep MZ twin pairs after hierarchical clustering. There were
369 up-regulated genes (magenta) and 206 down-regulated genes (cyan) in short versus long sleep (complete list is available in Supplementary Table S1). Despite clear segregation between differentially up and down-regulated genes, note significant heterogeneity in expression
differences among the 11 twin pairs. (B) Functional analysis of differentially expressed genes based on Gene Ontology (GO) annotations
showed that distinctly different processes were enriched among up-regulated (magenta) and down-regulated (cyan) genes in short sleep.
These significant functional categories have been depicted based on the relational structure of GO database.

of the nine subjects. We observed that, similar to our experiments, alterations in gene expression were modest following
reduced sleep duration. To compare the entire available transcriptional profiles between the two studies, we applied the
same GSEA procedure to the Aho microarray data using ~1300
curated pathways. We used a more permissive FDR < 0.15
because very few gene sets were enriched at an FDR cutoff <
0.05. Our independent analysis confirmed their report that partial sleep restriction is associated with up-regulation of pathways mapping to immune-related processes such as interleukin
activity (IL-6 and IL-3), interferon signaling, Toll pathways, B
cell receptor signaling, and the inflammasome cascade (complete list available as Supplementary Table S3). However, we
observed that the three pathways significantly down-regulated
in forced sleep restriction were also associated with immunity,
that is, natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity, graft versus host
disease, and antigen processing and presentation. Interestingly,
we also found that natural killer cell signaling pathways were
suppressed in our short sleep duration twins (Figure 2).
The differences observed between our study and those of
Aho could be due to several factors. For example, different
microarray platforms were used for gene expression profiling
(Illumina vs. Affymetrix). Furthermore, Aho’s study investigated PBMCs (ie, lymphocytes and monocytes), whereas we
studied all circulating leukocyte populations (ie, lymphocytes,
monocytes, neutrophils, and other granulocytes). Previous
studies have demonstrated distinct transcriptional signatures

factor signaling, and pro-inflammatory messengers such as the
Jak-Stat system.
Collectively, GSEA and GO enrichment analysis of altered
gene expression profiles in discordant sleep revealed, unexpectedly, a generalized suppression of immune and inflammatory
pathways in subjects with short sleep relative to their long sleep
twins.
Acute Versus Chronic Reduction in Sleep Duration May
Lead to Different Patterns of Activation in Immune and
Inflammatory Pathways
We compared our findings to other published reports on
genome-wide transcriptional consequences of sleep curtailment. An elegantly designed study by Aho et al.50 assessed the
effects of forced short-term partial sleep restriction (five nights)
on peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) gene expression
of nine healthy volunteers. In contrast to our results, they found
that short-term sleep deprivation up-regulated many immune-
related GO processes, including interleukin production, leukocyte activation, immune response and B cell activation. To
further explore this apparent discrepancy, we downloaded and
processed their study’s raw microarray data (Affymetrix U133
Plus 2.0) from ArrayExpress repository (E-MEXP-3936). We
normalized the entire dataset that also included control subjects (n = 4) and a recovery time point using Robust Multiarray Average algorithm, but focused further analysis to PBMC
expression differences between baseline versus sleep restriction
SLEEP, Vol. 40, No. 1, 2017
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Figure 2—Pathway analysis of Peripheral blood leukocyte (PBL) transcriptome in monozygotic (MZ) twin pairs with discordant sleep duration.
A graphical summary of significantly enriched gene sets is shown based on gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of 1315 curated pathways.
Gene sets were deemed enriched if significant subsets of their members (“leading edge”) were either up or down-regulated in short sleep
relative to long sleep twins (FDR < 0.05). Hierarchical clustering of enriched gene sets based on their membership profile revealed larger
groupings of functionally similar pathways with shared genes known as “modules.” Note that several of the down-regulated modules in short
sleep map to immune and inflammatory processes. Complete list is available in Supplementary Table S2.

between circulating leukocyte sub-populations in humans,51
and it is possible that sleep restriction elicits cell-type specific
responses across leukocyte subsets. Nevertheless, a key difference between our study designs, namely the duration and
experimental setting of sleep curtailment, was likely a critical
contributor to the profound differences observed in pathway
enrichment.
Taken together, the weight of available published data indicate that experimentally-induced “acute” sleep restriction is
associated with activation of immune and pro-inflammatory
processes, although some immune-related pathways may also
SLEEP, Vol. 40, No. 1, 2017

be suppressed. In contrast, our study finds that “chronically”
shortened sleep duration under natural conditions is associated
with down-regulation of several of the same immune-mediated
processes.
DISCUSSION
Despite the significant role that genes are believed to play in
determining an individual’s sleep duration, progress to identify associated genes in healthy unrelated adults has been
challenging. One possible explanation for the lack of replicated
genetic findings in sleep duration is the small effect size of
5
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individual genes. The fact that genome-wide association studies
in the scale of thousands of subjects identified very few genetic
variants associated with sleep duration implies that very large
sample sizes are necessary to detect individual loci.52 Genomewide transcription profiling may serve as a useful surrogate for
identifying endophenotypes of sleep duration, especially when
applied to the unique genetic characteristics of MZ twins. In
this study, we found distinct expression patterns in the circulating leukocytes of healthy MZ twin pairs with discordant habitual sleep duration.
We interrogated immune cells because the immune system is
likely involved in producing the untoward systemic effects of
short sleep. Short-term, laboratory-based sleep deprivation is
associated with increased leukocyte activation with concomitant changes in pro-inflammatory cytokines such as C-reactive
protein, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF).13,53–55 Sleep loss
increases transcription of IL-6 and TNF messenger RNA through
activation of nuclear factor NF-κB, a transcription factor that
serves a critical role in the inflammatory signaling cascade that
controls cellular expression of pro-inflammatory genes.13,56,57
In contrast, we found that PBLs of twin pairs with shorter
sleep duration were characterized by down-regulation of immuno-inflammatory genes and pathways. Suppression of immune
responses due to sleep deprivation has been previously reported.
For example, acute curtailment of sleep can influence antibody
titers following vaccination,58,59 and adults with poorer response
to vaccines experience higher rates of clinical illness60 supporting the concept that sleep duration influences immune response
to antigenic challenge. The immunologic consequences of
habitual short sleep in the natural environment have been less
studied. Cohen and colleagues reported that chronic reduction
in sleep duration, as assessed by self-report61 or actigraphy,62
was associated with increased susceptibility to the common
cold and blunted antibody response to hepatitis B vaccination.63 A similar association between shorter sleep duration and
increased incidence of common illnesses in adolescents was
reported by Orzech et al.64
To our knowledge, genome-wide transcriptional consequences
of chronic short versus long sleep in subjects under natural
conditions have not been previously published. However, other
investigators have reported on the effects of laboratory-based
short-term sleep curtailment in altering gene expression. We
compared our results with those of a well-designed study based
on acute sleep restriction50 and found significant differences
in the patterns of gene expression and pathway enrichment.
Specifically, immune and inflammatory programs were generally activated in circulating leukocytes when sleep restriction is
imposed for a limited duration, whereas, in our home environment-based study, chronic short sleep duration was associated
with down-regulation of similar pathways. Interestingly, this
comparison also revealed several overlapping themes such as
suppression of processes involved in natural killer cell signaling
(Supplementary Tables S2 and S3). A plausible explanation for
these discordant findings is that the host response to short-term
sleep restriction is quite different from its adaptive response
to chronic reduction of sleep duration. While the mechanisms
underlying distinct transcriptional profiles between chronic and
acute sleep reduction remain to be identified, epigenetic regulation may play a potentially important role—as was recently
SLEEP, Vol. 40, No. 1, 2017

reported in experimental sleep deprivation in humans,65 and
sleep fragmentation in mice.66 Furthermore, reduced immune
gene expression responses in chronic versus acute stimuli have
been previously reported in several human disorders including
hepatitis B infection67 and autoimmune thrombocytopenia.68
Our group recently reported that among patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), those with more severe
disease demonstrated a diminished cytokine response to pathogen-associated molecular patterns, possibly reflecting an adaptive host response to the increased load of bacterial colonization
reported in patients with more severe COPD.69
In addition to down-regulation of immune and inflammation-related processes, we found suppression of several other
biological programs in twins with shorter sleep including those
mapping to development, adhesion, leukocyte migration, and
hemostasis. The role of these pathways in altering leukocyte
function in subjects with chronically reduced sleep duration
warrants further investigation because of their association with
cardiovascular and metabolic disorders. Furthermore, several
epidemiologic studies have linked short sleep duration with
increased risk70 and worse outcomes in certain cancers,71 and
our finding that habitual curtailment of sleep is associated with
dysregulated immuno-inflammatory, developmental, migration,
and adhesion responses hints at possible mechanisms promoted
by chronically short sleep duration.
Our study has a number of limitations. The sample size is
small (N = 22), although it is comparable to previous reports
describing the effects of sleep deprivation on gene expression.
Furthermore, our study’s strategy of comparing MZ twin pairs
provides a unique approach to reduce inter-individual variability
and therefore reduce sample size requirements. Another shortcoming is our reliance on actigraphy to estimate sleep duration.
However, electroencephalograph (EEG) measurements are not
feasible for chronic evaluation of sleep in the natural environmental setting and previous studies have demonstrated tight
correlation between actigraphic and EEG-based assessment of
sleep duration.37,38 We measured PBL gene expression at a single time point and therefore did not capture temporal dynamics
of transcription. We attempted to partially mitigate this limitation by ensuring blood draws of twin pairs were completed
at the same time under identical conditions. Future studies
exploring the temporal patterns of gene expression associated
with chronic short sleep are important extensions of our project.
We assessed gene transcription in a heterogeneous leukocyte
cell population which may have hidden subtle cell specific differences in gene expression. Finally, our report is descriptive
and does not identify a mechanism whereby the transcriptional
responses of PBLs to acute versus chronic reduction in sleep
duration appear to be distinctly different. Additional mechanistic studies will be required to decipher the molecular underpinnings of this finding.
In conclusion, by exploiting the unique genetic structure of
MZ twins, we report on the first unbiased assessment of transcriptional signatures associated with discordant habitual sleep
duration. In contrast to previous studies linking acutely imposed
sleep restriction with increased inflammatory responses, we
found that shorter sleep duration in the natural setting was associated with down-regulation of specific immune and inflammatory programs in circulating leukocytes. Future studies are
6
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needed to clarify the mechanisms underlying differential host
response during habitual versus forced reduction in sleep duration and delineate the long-term health consequences of this
phenomenon.
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